
Minutes taken by Charles Miller

Reformatted by Lainey Crisp

Executive Board Meeting of the North Carolina Junior Classical League 

October 24, 2023 Via Zoom

5:30 PM

I.  Call to Order - Nick Smemoe - 5:30

II. Reading of minutes from the last meeting - N/A

New Business - Fall Forum

A.  Mr. Harris says we need to arrive 9:15-9:20

B. Mr Harris explains the necessity of a computer for the opening ceremony

C. Nick Smemoe responds that he will write the script and presentation.

D.  Mr Lee asks if anyone has a recording of the song. Mrs.  Stehle volunteers to sing the 

song at Fall Forum.  Call and response is suggested by Mr Harris

E.  Harris suggests that a State Convention event seminar should be held. Crow Neiss 

volunteers for this task. 

F.  Harris explains his idea for bar trivia occurring alongside Certamen. 

 Session Topics: 

- Nick Smemoe - Horror Stories, Tobin - Labyrinths and the Psychology of Labyrinths, 

- Chloe Cookson and Lainey Crisp - Classical Representation in Pop Culture

-  Crow preconvention contests for states

- Charlie and Eithan on Roman Exploration and Diplomacy 

- Sarah will do an art seminar with mosaics

G. Chloe Cookson asks about running for office seminar, poor performance in past years 

shoots this idea down
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H.  Crow will print copies of the torch for chapters, asks about budgeting, Harris responds 

that he can print them with the file

I.  Tobin asks about estimated attendance numbers, is told 15-20 schools by Smemoe and 

Miller

J.  Harris  to be sent sessions for approval. 

K.  Smemoe and Miller encourage officers to use candy to increase seminar attendance

L.  Classics Day will be attended by Officers before Seminars - Harris

M.  Crow suggests that Nick will put a line about the seminars in the programs

 Meeting adjourned by Nick Smemeo at 6:00. 


